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MRo CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER: We will hear arguments

first this morning in Walter v. the Uni.ted States and 

consolidated case Sanders v. the United States-

Mr. Sell, you may proceed whenever you are. ready. 

ORAL ARGUMENT OF GLENN ZELL, ESQ.,

ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONERS

MRo 3ELL: Mr. Chief Justice, and may it please the

Courts

This is a certiorari from the Fifth Circuit Court 

of Appeals involving a conviction of the two Petitioners, and 

two corporations for distribution of obscene materials in

interstate commerce.

The issues that I will argue this morning involve 

search and seizures. To outline the facts vary quickly, the 

FBI was called to Leggs Company? it is a stocking manufacturer. 

They had received several bosses of films misdirected he them 

by Greyhound fees terminal.. Upon opening the bosses by the;

Leggs Company they discovered they were not. stockings but 

films,-, 371 ar.d 25 different .specific kind.3 of films.

They called the FBI, the FBI came out; Mr. MaadyoJc ,

1 think his name is, told then to hold it for him and he came

snti ■ '

the FBI office.

Thereafter, two months later he viewed them i:. the



theoffice. Approximately two years from the initial scicure 

Petitioners went to'trial. No notification either publication 

or directly was given to Petitioners, no warrant was ever 

gotten, and of course during the trial the District Court 

overruled the motion to suppress based on several grounds.

The jury found the films obscene, found the Petitioners 

guilty, appealed to the Fifth Circuit and there was a strong 

dissent by Judea TTisdoia which laid out our issues very 

clearly and succinctly; and thereafter we filed a certiorari 

tc this Court.

QUESTION: When did your clients first learn that

the FBI had taken possession of the film?

MS, ZELL; Well, Your Honor, in the transcripts 

it appears that there was some information conveyed 'by one 

of the employees of Mr. Grassi to Mr. Sanders about a month 

or several days or several weeks after the initial seizure, or 

after the FBI seized them, just from hearsay. And he said 

they heard that was turned over to the FBI. But they weren’t 

sure, there is no date in the record and it was not verified 

or he didn’t know where to go, what to do, and he turned it 

over to his lawyer, which of course was ma.

QUESTION: Did your client ask for' the return of

the films?

MS, ZELL; No, he did not. Wo did not know where 

they were. Mr. waiter testified he didn’t know where they
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were himself. he is never sure, he war:: never directly toll; 
Mr. Sanders was just told in hearsay that the FBI might nave
had them. We'never heard anything from the FBI until of

/coarse the in.dictu.ent. When the grand jury met, we were 
notified.

And that time of course we filed a notion to return
s'-

/•’ **the property.
QUESTION: I take it there is no issue as to the

obscene character of some of the films?
MR. LULL: Well, I can see an a. trial attorney that 

it is a factual disposition to the jury. we litigated the 
case, we presented several expert witnesses ani the jury after 
being out over a day found against us on that issue, apparenti 
So we. did not raise the issue of obscenity in this case? not 
that we conceded or agreed with the jury verdict cut. we 
argued it and fought it. It was a factual determination,.
-And 1 -think that rests-that issue in this particular case as 
far as it goes.

QUESTION: Your client’s shipment was a not» de
of thing, wasn’t it, or. not the client 

name as sender anc the consignee was not a. real parson.
MR. ZELL: That is. correct. On the box it said 

"■.•/ill cell. ; lid, "hold it at the Greyhound terminal r The 
reason for this is not that they were giving up their right 
of privacy as the Fifth Circuit alleged or argued end the
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District Court found was in the testimony in the record from 

Walters and Sanders that they had repeated shipments Lein-; 

stolen and missing, Apparently whenever the Greyhound bus 

terminal man' seized the name of the sender or gets used to 

it where it is going at a certain terminal warehouse it 

apparently is broken into and the shipment is taken or parts 

are taken out of it.

1 might point out in U.s* v. Kelly it was the same 

problem. 1 think his last seven shipments had bean missing 

or jsisdicracfced. Apparently the workers, the employees at 

these common carriers get used to what the shipments are about 

and 1 guess they decide to just pilfer them. So >e cau.ce f 

that problem we did not put the name of the sender or who 

would pick it up, because we felt the employees would find 

out about it, the common carrier. 'And that has fooen dene on 

a regular basis? it has been dons before, with no problem.

Many people travel, movie stars, under assumed names, rot that 

they give up their right of privacy but because they want 

privacy. And that is the reason why if. was done.

QUESTIONs There are not many that travel under the 

nam® of "Laggs,“
»

Mil fills No, no? that happened to be the nickname 

or the g.'-'-rJ. who was the manager of the warehouse in Atlanta 

whore the ships; sat was destined for. She is a very tall girl 

and that is what her nickname came fro; .
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QUEST-1 OH s You us & the wood K"tize:' severe! times 

in your statement of faces. ho I correctly hr. e the

impression that the outfit to whom -- the os i :ry mar ufact 

to whom the delivery was made wanted to get rid of the stu 

MRo SELLi That is correct.

r e r

QUESTION: And you equate that with the seizure by

the FBI'.

MR« dELL: For this reason. Apparently the Fifth
\

Circuit District Court ruled on the Burdeau v. McDowell case 

about a third party. That is true contraband cases involving 

marijuana, sawed-off shotguns. But her© you have presumptively 

protected materials, reels of film that have never been 

determined to be obscene, they are per ectly .7 seal at that 

point.

How, the Leggs Company decides that they are not in 

that business, it is not theirs. They don't have the authority 

to consent to give; it to anyone. "They should return it to the 

common carrier. They are perfectly legal materials, not 

contraband because third party equates with plain view, it is 

contraband, you sso it and you take it. whether it be drugs 

or stolen goods or a sawed-off shotgun. But here you have 

films, so the FBI had no right to take it nor to seize it.

• der and all they caul

have don© and should have done was when they saw this fi'.

and looked at the bores is go to a magistrate to get a warrant
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to seise these films.

QUESTIONt Why dr you say they were who property of 

the sender? Why not the property of the coasicr.e.':, the 

recipient?

MR„ Z<'M»Ls That is correct. I would agree vita what

also. Either.way.

But still they were not the property of Lapps 

Company and Legos Company did not even have the authority to 

give it fee the FBI. That was perfectly legal property such 

as other magazines —• National Geographic or Carnal'Knowledge, 

print of Carnal Knowledge that was held — a case litigated 

in this Court 3 Jenkins v. Georgia.

'As far as the FBI was concerned these r re legal 

materials anS when they took them that was, in our opinion — 

we argue v. seizure.

Qi33TIOH; Well, what if they had simply been stolen 

by a thief in transit., they certainly wouldn't have bean the. 

property of the thief, even arguably.

ME* ZELL: That is correct.

•QUESTIOKs and what if the thief had voluntarily 
given them, to the Fil, would you have a Fourth Amendment 

violation? for had a larceny but wo-aid you have had e 

o o n .u t i t u t i o n a 1 • v i o 1*-1 i o a ?

HR, SELL: Probably not because you don't have the 

F i r :-:s t A a a n d m mt isu a i n v o 1 v & d.
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QUESTION: As much as you do here.

MRo SELL: Wall, the goods are stolen. They are 

not presumptively protected. They are not stolen.

■ QUESTION'S They are presu; ptivaly protected 'ey the 

First and Fourteen Amendment?

MR. ZELL: Yes. These films a re.

QUESTION s Yes, And that is true whether it is a

thief who takes them or whether it was the Leggs ~~ that is 

Leggs, the stocking company.

MR, ZELL: That is correct.

And I would still argue that they had no right to 

keep them. They either should have published by publication 

or technically notified the sender or the shipper. It could 

be easily fount out because the record shows people case by 

to ask for iht "Where was it?” "Can . « pick it up'?“ And 

you have got 8 71 films,and the FBI just sitting- on them, 

involving 25 different prints. As a matter of fact in the 

indictment they only indicted on 5 films.

QUESTION: Lot toe change slightly Mr?. Justice

Stewart’s hypothetical to you.

Suppose they-had been pilfered as he suggested by 

thieves in transit. As an rather having tha thieves t

them over to the FBI the thieves — the FBI catches the 

thieves for ora. i over sailer and find them 'in pcs-less.In. of 

the material. Do you say that .is a seizure by tha FBI?
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MR. SELL.; Mo, because it was a third party I 

wouldn't consider it as a seizure under thche . facts. tut 

under the facts we have presumptively protected materials and 

you have strict procedural requirement; . ' Under ; lie:' and 

Roaden that would become a seizure. The First Amendment i 

a fundamental amendment and to allow the FBI to sit on such 

a massive amount of material without going to a magistrate 

1 think is a danger in a free society,

QUESTION: "would your position bo different if the

FBI had kept the 25 samples or the 5 and turned all the: others 

over to your clients?

MF.o ZELLs Yes, I think the procedural 'safeguards 

require that. They don't need 3?1 films, each one different 

kinds. v

QUESTION: You say then you wouldn't bs here.

MRo 13'LLs Well., it they had been properly notified, 

went to a magistrate to determine they weze obscene so they 

could heap them, if they had been returned, the films they 

didn't need and kept the only ones they felt ware obscene of 

coarse if that is what 1 think, as I understand it, your 

procedural safeguards that you set out. in your opinions 

require. In the Sherwin case, for example,, that the Fifth

jorit ini bher nts

magazines. They didn't take the shipment and just take it
ito their office. They immediately went, and got a warrant.
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Ti.'.es.e . cis a very ..mi >.2ii , if --2V, prior restraint 5 and they 

case back' with a warrant:.

i'To'rj in Kelly they held, it v 3 a seiaure from the 

common carrier because it was a seisure, it was First 

^mendment-prot jctsd materials and. there was no procedural 

safeguards involved. I think you read the First and tie 

iourth together. It i.3 a dangerous thing to allow this to 

happen. And as i point out, in the indictment there was only 

five filas alleged to be obscene. Twenty were not even 

alleged to be obscene.

QUESTION: Mr. Sell —

MR* SELLs Yes, four Honor.

• QUESTION: -- you say that you had through hearsay

that these films were in the possession’of the FBI. why as 

a practical natter didn’t you demand them?

ME* ..-jEL.i: Well, as a practical matter we woa.-er. * i 

sure, that is the client's, that is, weren't s ..re —

QUESTION There wouidn1t have been any difficulty

to demand them even if you weren’t sure.

them.

M B. S S L Ii 3 Th o o X e t i c a 11 y t h e y 

They could have after they found 

QUESTION ■: Did you make a cons

could have demanded 

out -~

ions decision not to

■demand them?

MR. TUI. We w2x’6R' t sure: @2 weren't sure where 

the films were.



QU if 11X0:.'i t You had a pretty good idea i'sers they

were.

MS. .SELLs I don’t know about '“pretty good itaa. :l 

We didn't know whore we thought they had been stolen first, 

at least my clients did because they wore used to piltaruge. 

Than they were tel V it was the FBI.

QUBJSTIOF: Did you make any effort to ~-

MR. ZELL: No.

.QUESTIONS locate them?

MR. SELF: To an aware your question* Ko, they did

no t.

After arc-vat a month or two they said they would 

turn up at some litigation or it was just lost.

visually they take a negative attitude because there 

is so much stealing and why they use these fictitious names

is.that it has been stolen. That was their general attitude.

It happened so often, before. They just lake and yet used to 

that occurrence, as they point out in Kelly where 7 of the

last shipments have been stolen. . They just assumed that it

• i. take it seriously, or for whatever :

I don't know what urns in. their minds.. But we thought they

were just gone,

QUESTION: You made a pointed distinction between

r shotguns-. A good many people

think the Constitution gives presumptive cornstitutional
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protection to bear arsis.

Is that not so?

JO. SELL? That is frivolous, that argument. I 

think this Court has already decided that by protecting the 

militia. I think it was Miller v. United States you have 

already allowed gun lavra an statutes to regulate different 

types of weapons so 1 find that argument analagous and ale> 

it has been decided by this Court vsry cl.sarly that arms 

can be regulated by the State and Federal Governments.

QUESTION: In other words, in each case it is a

presumptive protection but a presumption that can be overcome?

ME* ZELL: Yes. In particular when you have the 

First Amendmanl: in suppressing materials. And particularly 

where they entirely suppress completely.

QUESTION: You make that higher than to bear arms?

HR* CELL: Well, it is the First Amendment.

But, no, I think in a free society ideas, 

eoi .muni cat ion i • f r.ndamental, so fundamental. And the right 

to bear arms involves the militia and l don't I fed it 

is -- the Government has a right to regulate weapons. I cbn * t 

think there is any doubt about it; this Court lias decided, 

let only this Court but the State of Georgia tee decided, the 

Supreme Court cf Georgia, so there is no problem with that.

Then they viewed the films two months later. There 

war no continuing search. Why diddt they get a warrant at



that trim©?

i

Ten months later they looked at the covers and 

conceived for argument purposes they had probable cause.

Why did they jet a,search warrant then?

If is like the case of Michigan v. Tyler, the fire 

case. The police were on the property and later on they cams 

and said, "Let 3 go back and search it." This was hell at t. 

separate search. So even if yon assume-, it was net a o vi.r: r. . 

going a month or \;o months later with their probable rau; a 

to get a warrant, they don’t do it. That is certainly a 

search of the films, -and they didn't do it. Thc.ro is no 

exigent circumstances. Clearly as in the Haes cone we cite: 

no brief, I think it was in the Eighth Circuit. They held 

to view the* films was a search and clearly the FBI could have 

gotten a.warrant at that point.

And then of course we analogiae, this to the 
*

Arkansas v, Sanders and Chadwick v. United States — luggage, 

boxes, compartments. Here is a compartment, 871 of theta. 

There is probable cause that they may be obscene. Why 

wouldn't they require a warrant as you did in Ohadwitefc and 

Sanders?

QUEST I'M; Hr. Zell, what was joing :> happen with 

films if they lad gone on their intended route?

There is no question in up Bind the: 

would have- beer, noil and distributed in Atlanta.
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QUESTION: Did your client then retain an erycctatio

that they would not be publicy viewed; what kin' of privacy 

interest did he retain?

MR. ZELL.- Well —

QUESTIO};: Did he anticipate that thay would be

shown to people that

MR. ZELL: They would be distributed., yes; they 

would be shown -~

QUESTION:. And ©inhibited publicly?

MR. ZELL: Ho, no, these were Si-millimeter rasis. 

of course I am not familiar with thorn, and they wore purchased 

by a customer, taken out of the store. They are only ;?Q0 feat 

long, thereabouts. And you go in the store and purchase them
l

and take them out to your home or whatever to view th;r .
»

QUESTIONs I can understand sort of an unfair: 

competition kind of privacy, somebody shouldn’t bo looking 

at stuff you intended to sell.. But is there a constitutional 

privacy interest in not having somebody see that which is 

being offered for sale, in effect?

MR. SELL: Well, again you must res First an

the Fourth Amendments together. They are keeping the filar.. 

They want te look at them.

QUESTION: Your clients didn't want to look at them

any more, did they?

MR. ZELL: I am. sorry, Your Honor?



QUESTION* Did your client.® want to look ut the©
any more?

MRo SELL: Well thay ~~ well ~~
QUESTION: I mean —
Milo ZELL: I guese not is that particular no, 

they want to sell them, 2 realise what yon are saying but all
we are -~

QUESTIONs It was like a privacy interest in a bill
board or something like that?

MRo .'"ELI? 1?as but keeping them? they want to heap 

them. The FBI wants to seise them anti if you want to seise 
them after looking at' them and search, you must —

QUESTIOH* Well, if w® go by the seiauro I under ■ 
stand your point that when they got in the FBI's possession,

X am directing my question really at screening, at 
viewing the a1., when as 2 understand the whole purpose os the 
shipment was for someone other than your clients to view 
them.

HR, ZSStLs Well, my clients of course — in the 
store they ere not viewed .by people, they must buy them first 
before they arc viewed.

QUEST2OHs Well, as 1 said, there is a commercial 
interest there«

MR. SBMh* yes.
QUESTICEs 2 understand that.
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MR0 ZELL: And you suat bay the fi] 

could review it. And in this case of course the pa;.; jaot 
took them illegally and then viewed these illegally. Pioy had 

no right» they didn't purchase the». .'£ they want to view 
the» for purpose of prosecution think they should get a 
warrant. It is like a seisura, .It is like you go in a 
store and you take the film off the counter without paying 
for it and yon decide to look at it. That would be in a sans© 
a search and a seisure as well;

m* CHIEF JUSTICE .BURGER t Mr. Kayock.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF W„ MICHAEL MAYOCK, ESQ.,

OM BEHALF OF TEE PETITIONER

MSt MAYCCKj,' Mr. Chief Justice, and nay .t pleas

the Court;

What I would like .to do at this time is fee address

a couple of; points- which I believes should be brought to the

CourtfEs -attention involving what I ascertain to be mis-

s.t.afco.tisnts b£ fact oont'aiaed in the Government * s brief. And

©a© ih particular I think is. incredibly significant, found
e

on p&q® 37 and thereafter, wherein it is indicated that the 

Petitioners in this ease had decided to return the films to 

a w^ceh'P'u-se for. storage* la; fact there is nothing in -cfc© 

«■©cord to. indicate that the' purpose of the shipment to Atlanta 

wan far storage. It could v: ill have bean that, 'the purpose 

of that transport-at ion was in fact to rail these ©articular
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films in Atlanta which as X uaferniasJ fe~-s tho U:i. jhest per 
capita homosexual population outside of San Francisco.

T here are two other points that X vcu3.fi life a to 
bring to the Court "a. attention- They relate to the filate 
fehemeelvae which are 8-millimeter film that are so small that 
they cannot he viewed by the naked eye. There is; apparent 
representation to the effect that people at Leggs Products, Inc* 
had already ascertained what it. was that was cn these films 
when in fact all they had ascertained was the nature of the 
boss cover which contained a depiction in cartoon fashion of 
two nude males from the Waist up embracing and kissing ane 
a description purporting to represent but not necessarily

ate war it wee that was contained in the fil >3, 
Obviously the FBI did not believe that this was necessarily 
what mis contained in the films because that was the very 
reason they screened them, was to find out what it was that 
was contained ca these films.

QUE8VI0»! Was the description prepared by your 
clients a kind of cover for the films?

MR. MAYCOCKs As it turned out, Your Honor, the 
films were pretty much as described in the blurb contained 
o'a' the bos covers. The box covers incidentally ware not 
charged as being obscene$ only the. films'themselves which 
were later screened about two months subsequent to the time 
that they wore initially taken .by• the FBI,
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What X would like to do is to address rather 
briefly several points which I feel as . significant which 
'have not freon addressed at this point 7 Mr. Sell %

First of all I would address the Court’s attention 
to the scienter issue. There was clearly ample proof 
provided that my client Mr. Walter was engaged in a business 
which dealt in sexually explicit material. However, X wold 
suggest to this Court that in accordance with the.dictates 
of Hamling and Smith that there has to be soma proof of 
knowledge showing that in fact he had information of the 
nature, character and content of fch® particular films, that 
ha knew they were being shipped interstate and that he knew 
that a common carrier was being used, for that purpose.

There is nothing other than a silent record to 
indicate that ir* Walter war involve d in this operation from 
a point in tim© two months prior to this shipment to . tim® 
two mouths subsequent to it* The government he3 argued tL-.-.t 
there was evidence shewing that he participated directly-in 
the day-to-day affairs of this particular business. However, 
there is no evidence showing that aryy of these otiar shipment© 
purportedly made interstat® involved obscene material* &iu:. 
as this Court well knows, Ro&fisn v. iSentucky requires the 
presumption to h® mad® that material sot adjudicated tc be 
obscene is to be presumed not obscene. Hence the only material 
properly brought before the court andS the jury is this case
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involved tbo filas in question and as far as those films 

war® concerned the «e .was nothing giving any sort of nexus 

to Mr. Walter in those particular films as far as the element' 

of scienter is required.

burning to the point raised in the brief in connect

ion with the requirement that the Court instruct in accordance 

with the dictates of the Piakus ease that person is to mean 

adult $ it need be pointed out that on at least five separate 

'proposed jury constructions the defendant® sought to have 

that sort of definition be made known. 1 think it is clear 

to anyone who understands the English language that the word 

"person* subsums the class “children" and. accordingly the 

instruction® given by the Court were fatally defective for 

the reasons' earlier enunciated in Pinkss. had the only thing 

that we can do, and this is what the Government would have us 

do, is to assume that obviously this jury forgot about 

children because of the instructions given and. only applied 

the attributes of the average' person. However,, an average 

person includes people of all ages. Hence* that particular 

'argument is sot effective and Moreover to assume that the jury 

did not follow the directions of the Court and us© the standard' 

of the average parson would be to do an injustice to tho 

jury and its understanding of the law as given it by the 

•Court and moreover since tho jury verdict was a general one 

there is no way that w© can know that in fact that jury did



not exactly what was forbidden by Pinkus, that being to 

.include children within the community.

While we ara talking about jurors, very briefly
G

I would point out that insofar as one of the jurors was 

involved ?.a this case there is testimony — in fact the 

record by the trial judge indicatas th one of the jurors 

had to be directed to put away a book or jn&gasine on the only 

occasion on which he "Viewed the film, Subsequently the 

jury did not view the film again in the jury room.

The trial judge observed that sufficient attention 

had been paid by this particular juror in that he observed 

that juror watching the film on 7 of 10 occasions. The re 

were proffer© of proof made that members of the press in 

attendance at the trial would have observed that this 

particular juror did not watch th® film for substantial periods 

of tarn®»

QUESTION* So you think it would b© a ground for 

reversal in' this Court if there were a proffer of evidence 

‘that a juror had dosed off during the testimony of a witness 

in & case perfectly ortho do si toward a contract case?

MB. KiVfOCK* 1 think if & sufficient record estab3.isl

ing that fact isi made' that that' may well be- the case- But 

where we have an observation by the District Judge saying 

that or 1 out of 10 times ho watched -- in other words 77 

percent of the tire he was watching a film, which the dictates



of Miller v. California require that the work he taken as a. 

whole" that there is no way he could have taken it as a whole 

watching only 70 percent'.

QUBS2I0Ht Well, boy/ you would have a lot of 

reversals if you required a juror to give his undivided

attention from 10 00 to 12:00 and Is 30 to 4:30 fi e days a.

weok{ whenever the court sat, if you required that of everyone 

of tha 12 jurors.

MKo HAYCOCK: Well, Your Honor., I understand 

that is what we try to do whan we select a jury. In fact one 

of the proffered 'voir dire questions to this panel was whether 

they could vie this film with an open rind and open eyes.

And that proffered voir dire question was not asked of the

prospective panel. And in fact it turned out to be very

critical he eat:- s this juror obviously chose not to yiew 

substantial parts of the film.

QUESTIOPs Well, is the issue of obscenity before

us?

MRo MAYQCK: Pardon?

QJLST10P: Is :he issue of obscenity before us?

MR. ilAYOCK: No, it is not. It has not been raised 

directly. If. wan raised in the Fifth Circuit.

Insofar as the —

QU ES1? I Of : You don’t think the — you don’t think 

any of your claims of error subsume a claim that any



cohvietion of this statute is .unconstitutional?
MS. KNOCKS ..-I aa not sure 2 imdexsta&d. I would 

obviously tek® the posture that the statute itsai'f is
unconstitutional • Eowaver» that. issue has aofc been Presented

' ■ * • , . j ...

to the Court.

QUESTIONS Eight,

MR, MftYOCKt Insofar as —«■

QUESTION* So your answer is no* that gu-astica is 

;just not hero,

MR» MAYQCR* That 'ia correct, Your Honor,

At this time» Your Honor» X would lid® to reserve ay 

remaining tins.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGESs Vary well» Mr, Mayooh.

■ ' Mr. -Sehuldsr.
ORAL ARGUMENT OF ELLIOTT SCHULDER, ESQ.»

013 'BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENT :

Mr. SCHUXiDER: Mr. Chief Justice» and may it please
the Courts

X would like first to respond to some of the factual 

questa.on from ta@ bench and soma of the statements by counsel 

concerning facts, of this case.

First of all Chief Justice Burger asked when 

Petitioners actually discovered that the FBI had the filas.
f

On pages 8 and 9 of our brief we refer to the record wherein 

we state that about 2 to 3 weeks after the transfer of the films



from fcfca l»©gg*s Hosiery Company to the FBI so‘-defendant 

Crassi> Michael Orassi called the Legges Company and discovered 

that the films had been transferred to the FBI, Phc re cord 

also shows that Grass! then informed Petitioners Walter and 

Sandere that the 'films- were- ’in the FBI's possession« Further

more , 1 believ® Petitioner Sanders testified or there ras

testimony t© the effect that Petitioner Bandars info armed his
.*•

employees to destroy any bills of lading or other documents 

that would connect 'hia 03* the corporations to those films.

* in ronpoare - to Mr* Justice Powell's 'iue.o.tion —•■• 

QOSS'i’ICHs .0© yon suggest that there was so:-a fc?.nd 

of s. eonsfcruatlve aba&dor.ment?

MR. SCHO&DSR: Will, part of or,3; Fourth Aiaendmant

argument is that .Petitioners' essentially relinquished or 

abandoned any reasonable ©spacfcation of privacy in the shipment 

of films, but we don't ueefc to css their destruction of Pills
r ' ' " ‘

of lading or other document,© fco support that, because that
vv

occurred after the films ware transferred to the Government.

viv. Justice; Powell asked whether there is any 
evidence that Petitioners.made'a conscious decision not to 

demand the filas from the FBI* Kell, there may not be 

testimony to that effect but X believe the record of the 

suppression hearing indicate3 that Petitioner Panders.* 

attorney, Mr. Kell, candidly aaplais^ed to the "i31.h Cov et

that Petitioner did not cons forward to claimthat, the reason
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the filsa was that fc® did not want to identify hiaself to t 

Gov® rim© nt and coimeOt hims«l£ fit - £13

.sess50 clear that fch© failure to request an advos;iary !ca:;:'. .y

rest's entirely on Petition©r®* They had actual notias that

the 'OQmaaaat had trie films' and yet they didn't com© forward

and make any request either ‘for return of th® property or for

an adversary judicial determination, of obscenity.

QUESTION! 'You think then that the c-overnaent or

the FBI could lust haV© kept the- films and never done anything
•%

with' th®»? They didn't belong to the FBI and the shipping

didn't belong, to the" .|5®gge Cosap any from where the »••

' MR. SCHUUDSHs -I believe that the First An©ndmer.t

would not have required the sGcvarament to do anything.

QUES'l a OH s >± didn'*'t as3t you about the First Asian -la® at >. • • ‘ *
particularly. 7. just said in general was the United States

i • *

entitled, to; keep tlesb; films;.

MR o SC8C.uD3E^;j X bo 1 lev© so» Bn loss there was a 

request for their .return by -someone who had a --

QUESVF.ot : Sfou j«at generally are a 'repository for 

unclaimed goods at shipping lines or what?

MRo SCHtflBE-R.t No, not necessarily. But th© Govern

ment ---

QUESTIONj 'Well9 you know where they earns from. You 

know what shipping company hh.fi them, didn’t you?

MR» schubdshs That is correct.
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QU£S*‘ZOH s what b'd'inass was at of tJ tas

property? ' fv ;
M;f:0 CCEO&DBii: Well» th® G ?vo:; c >.t far:; th:.-. tit ■•:•;

'{. y , j.'i- ••'

aa. ®:ytden«e la a cri&'inal Investigation and prosecution,
A'" :

qusgg-lOBi Well» 2 know, sat that is after you 
thought they war® evidence» after you had looked at -ike: .

QUESTIONS Would they not be subject 'to an action 
la ponders ion if the Petitioners had wanted to bring si-eh an 

action?
mp,o SCHOJ.DRR» . That is' possible» Your Honor. X 

■lon't really ~~
Q03S710Hi taking. :of property without compensation?

:

MR, SGHU&DJ&t t assume so? 2 don't really knpw the 
nnsa’as to that quo:-; fcitn,

QOES^lOSf* r can Mr conceive of a procedure by which ...
you ‘would just keep property' and not prosecute or- do anything 
with' it,

as, scHOLDEh* wei-l» what occurred in this case was- 
that- 'the Govern rant cad prostowfce and initiate charges,

QUESTXOWt ?But the question was was it possible t«iat 
you could just keep it and hot do anything with it, had you 
-said they -could, lad I don’t see how you. could keep it and 
not do anything with it.

HR. SCHDLP3Rs Well, 1 assume unless a claim could

be made



QUESTION* And them yon toll :.10 where 70a ■?cnld

keep it*

KK. SJCK'tfLDB'Rs X' asseussa* that unies» a claim l 3. a>:m
. v ..

saade for these goods the Sovssaaaat could have either kept it 

or uWd it es evidence to initiate a prosecution.

QUESTIONt Wall, Kjow could they just keep it?
- . ' i

; . ■* ' •

. QUESTION« fWeil, was there a claim made?

MR. SCHoLDS’iX; Well, there was no claim made until
: ■ S ''

after in diet: men fc. i'

. %••' ' . QUESTION* Mall, that go®® to the common, law»
X"

dosispit it, as to whether aottese to whom goods are delivered 

who iqoe.'j not own the goods is obligated to return them to 

■fsomaonf® ha knows, whefehea: a demand ha* to he made &n,d that

sort of thing* That ;;ts more;- a civil law, that type of question..
• $ . r

MRo {jCHULDBH2 That :1s correct, that.' iu? .'correct, Your
r
5 . . ' ' . -t

Honor.. .-.
■■

l; would like to turn now to the siippreasion issue
■ ■= P 7

that! has been raised.!-- \e fas as the other issuer; we have 

divided the; questions;: in thrs case into two general categories 

for |>urp.os«;s of ocnveWience. She first deal's with the question
. . » . h '•- .

^hetfeer Petitioners may seek suppression of the films because 

of alleged violations' of the Fourth and First Amendments.

&nd the second category of issue® we- place within 

the District Court’s conduct of the trial referring to jury 

instruction's, jury voir dire .scionter i ;sue and as to these
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’••i■f

'i

4

j

~«v

latter i©-sues ne ©e.oenfcially rely oa oas brio£. ./a bayin •-/ifcli

the Fourth Affendsent claim® that are rained by petitioner.,

They argue that the acquisition cS the films from tegge ar : 

the 'subsequent inspection of the films by the lovorr.mont 

violated their sights under ihs Fourth Amendment md ■:.:-uire
..-.'f': ?■:• ■ -.v ■•;

: application' ©£ the exclusionary rule in this case.

A.fc the outset we would like to note that 'only the 

■individual petitioners' 'here*’ Walter and Sander#* stay properly 

'r&ie,-a this- Issue before the .«Court. As th© Court of Appeals 

noted, .the corporate petitioner® s that is Tran s.-Sfo arid Aneri ran

and <3 a. If Coast Slaws a aver moved for suppression of the «e films
{(. .*

■ from’ e^vi'da-ate® in th©' District Court» They therefore waived
(.":

any -right to suppression under Hale 12 of the Rules of 

Crisvi-nal Pro©*dure and *« submit that they are foreclosed
?■ V

■from rniaianj th® 6t%pp-r«*si©hi issno hern.

At least efpt'e® th®: Court's decision .in Katas -r. the

Onit-ed Shat,'®» the touchstone;' of the Court 's; su:. il /.;$..■■- in
■ • • ?•;• • . i

Fourth • Amendment area has been whether an individual * s
; ' \ V;

legi'-tisuat® expoefcation of; privacy has been invaded by an 

unr afae©nabl-e gov®rnmenta 1 i|tmttion. a■ recurrent them® 

of pur,Fourth Amendment analysis in this ease is 'that

the

Petitioners Walter and Sanders did not have an expectation, of

privacy protected by 'the Fourth -Amendment with respect to the 

packages of films. Whet actually occurred hers was that 

Petitioner's used the common carrier to ship a large quantity
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of pornographic filass across State lines using fictitious 

aaaes for both the shipper• end the consignee aaf giving a tala 

address for the shipper and no address for

']0Bde> those circumstances we a «bait Petitioners k ..es or should 
* . t . ..

'have toeva that the shipment slight inadvertently eose into 

fch® possession •'■■£ an iafcscent third oarty., is. n iu cose ;■ 
legitimate business, Loggo Hosiery Company.

It sms al&6 -foreseeable and Petitioner® as ««mad a 

'.risk' that one® Lagga inspected the contents 'of the pack 

they would contact law enforcement authorities and.on their 

own 'initiative turn the shipment over to the Government for 

possible prosecution»:' The fact that Petitioners may have 

obtained a property interest in those goods does not affect 

the Fourth Amendment analysis in this particular case because 

we submit .they had no legitimate expectation of -privacy with 

respect to the filmsV

Now, it may, be that if Petitioners had chosen to 

possess these films at home and to use them they would be 

protected.

QUESTIONS Wq11* what if had them in a commercial 

establishment and had fchsm on the shelves for sale?

ME. SCHOLDERs If they had them in a commercial 

establishment for sal® there would be no expectation fof pr.ivac 

in the -contents of the films necessarily, After all ~-

QUESTION! But until you had a proceeding and had



them declared to fee ebacaae finally, you couldfu't take oat

i:

02.® o;s them for evidence*

i’iS B SC13l7i:DISR3 T'Jc IX, cilsarly -ch© Clover j&sieisir co" 1 a

not -loeiaa the filas far-® a 'coauaoreiai «sbal>Iisfe»eat' without: 
a warrant; issued by a nemferal magistrate and a 'subsequent

i&feiloB at tho- 'request of the bookstore or establish.» 

asiejat owner rfcx a defceraina t’lon of obscenity caSer ti.e 

Halier 'case* •

Bat. as far ks any ’-elaia of privacy is concerned

with respect to the films', we don't sea that there is any
*

special privacy claim simply, because they aay a argue there 

would be & First Aae&dsaeat protection involved here.

QOESTIOH: 'Well, 2 suppose part of the suppression 

argument, is based on the First Anendnant.

MR. SCHULDBHs That is correct, part of their 

First Aiaeadaeafc argument is based ca t.he First Bmanditeht-

Bct we submit that before you a van analyse the case ia terms 

of th© First amendment and Fourth iimeadrasrfc interplay you 

first have to aaite a YiaterninatAon whether the Fourth 
amendment applies at all,

OUEF.hlOS; Suppose what you had seised from Lsggs 

or that you had taken deliver of from Leggs was a locked 

trunk and you had probable cause you thought to believe



rii&en-t a sarraEft?

I

f
• f
I

SGBU SCSOl^Sli wall., for a locked trunk you would 

be i.a a situation very similar to the CSiadwick and Sanders 

aAfcuatiea.- f|
QtFSS BIOS's 7?eiit. what about *- • acr.M y ou tell .hat\ ; l'f

these films ware without screening thorn?i ’ f:;
UK. SCHULDEdi Well., it was clear l:ror the ort .rio:.s

1 !!
of the individual ,fil*v cartons what the films in fart

I/-'r'".>

depicted? the cartons- ‘gave graphic and detailed descriptione
' :. . • •-rr
?•-•/ ..•■•; ■_

of tiu\,tcfcioi: portrayed is the films. So truci clearly you
i fr- ;

could tell;, by looking-Hat the cartons thesis© 1ve V'\»hat tras

fy 7
the jossfcon.

'djaBnvi OS? 3 sd so you didn't aeed -to .screen them?

but yb.rv did-,. 1 «nope'ea-*
: y ||: • ■ I |y ; U;

; : . MR*. SCtrd&D&£i Wo ill- we submit that the scraeaisg
?i : ■ ; pi :.. ■ i . f ;*

itseji : did fact aiioccii to a Search simply because there wc-.a
■ ' ,y;. ; !; '1
no l:cy.c;*r any* etc. ;1 >a of privacy sit:. respect to *—■'■■' V; ,1: ? ■ ■■M ... =;:

i \f£p-i think that because.. the- car to as
y * :

£n&<:p iilms if ere obscon®., ty.sf br^auscJ;V |y ’ ‘Si • ;J >
of your own' deter^inay‘‘'»iithe tit submission to •*.• iudgo or

anybody. else 3rou rare; -'feistit'led to hold all copies of the

film? y
j ■ i

'
UR0 £CH?IiupEy;;i: Ef©:* exactly. re are s&i »»;* ' .; •’ ' . -il':

V ' ,••> • - ••••-••

gTJ233?IOBf: Hie 11 „ what is your exact claim?I y ” •■
Mlo SCHOlb^ls' Glp-isE that the coricrcr or t
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descriptions on the bones oaw the Gsiaresast proi.-r.53ie c;uje 5 

to believe the films -fare obscene.

FBI.

00EST2OH: In your 3 udgsaamt ? in the j udg&ent of the

HR* SCHU&BHRs 5?h® argument is not probable: car.;;;®

t it is a lack of a Isgitiute expectation of. privacy to 

the contests of tha fil'ti.

Q3EST2CU 3 You said it gave you probable cause to

keep these to believe that they were obscene; is that it?
*

HR» SC13LDBE;s So, we are act saying that at all» 

It is as if -•» the same argument would be made if we had a 

■fcraasparen't plastic bag containing white, powder which the 

police suspected was "drugs», ife submit that there would 2>o 

no ls’’c:.itisi£-.ta . cation of privacy in the contents of that

bag aw,«2 t&srfc the polar?® would not aes;i a warrant to open the 

bag land inspect the contents ar.e yaz'h- ps test the contents 

in the laboratory.

f/OEfi-XOs:; -Suppose that as a matter of law the 

Sove'rrm'aat should have, returns d all but 25 s: . ye las as was 

intimated Ito 'Sellar. Wi.at effect would that have oa the 

25 that were retained?

t2R« SCHUSiDSF.s %eil3 oer submission is that the 25 

that were retained would still be admissible in evidence as -

QUESTIONS The Government might be subject to some 

bind of a civil claisaTfor —
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f>!p.o sCHtJBDEK: Perhaps. Perhaps* But that sac :ltj

sot affect the- right of fch© So^sEaea'i to gc ahead vita n.

crimi.--.al pronecatioa.i -2?fec Courts of .ippnal x.r.'. uaeai;'.o!:r;ffr :
■A

V )? ia' holding "that any prior restraint l." tk® §overaaes.t la

hold'isg oat© filas without. obtaining aa averseary' procos-.' lag

:v : with? t-espsCt to obs-ceWi'ty dose not require fcuppx. -us si on of
'ci. *

.

•A

'fiIks: fro® Criaencs iii a crA'aiaal prosecution.-

^UISTIOli ' -So this is sort of a claim * an argument.
, :■ • ■ you -just tied rrhaf wasf-obKioPSly or what gave Vos prob ffol©V

*■ !■»

> _§>R
li

eRue to belli ©we was obscene" material in violation of the

la® -arid it had been eteliverad. to you and yon could keep

it- '•'Torn f2on.®t think .&h»t th© ease is any different than
■ 1 ; y_ "■;

if yo-a ~~ 3-nst baeansW the first amendment. is involved you

don * t think ti>©re is any diffaraaca in your plastic bag
tT? and shrugs..

U
'

r ; ■ '• .
Oi„ SCHJLOBRt Well* Mr.. Justice White • we do a -t 

)
rely ©a the plain vr-str doctrine to justify the government • s

i; acquisifc'i'oh of the films.

0'JB5f;l-?XO2is 1 know that. tut how about hearing

it?

•

M3o ;3Cu72f>]:"R s Sell s oar submission as far as keeping

the films is that

• QUES'SXGMs What would yon ha-re done' what would

you have 'don® if you «•— if after you «careened the film it

turned out that the designations on the box were completely



false? Suppose that you had screened the films a n d c o sup 1 e c c 1 j;

iaaocant... what would yon have lone wi ,:h them- j uist put them

i.~i the basement? Or wo u1c. you try to give them. back to,

somebody?

HR. SCHULDE1’: 2 suppose that the Gove.rnment -•••

if the Governmeat were able to discover the true owners of 

them

QUESTION: I hope you would.

MR<s SCHULD3R: •— the Government would have returned

them.

QUESTION: Mr. Schulder* could I ask you about,

the argument there there is no expectation of privacy.

1 understand it you make two separate arguments on that

point. One is because of the manner the 'packages were 

labeled there was never any expectation. They waived their

right because it was very probable that some third party
«

would get access to them. Now. if that is true it doesn't 

matter whether they are guns or personal business records, 

anything like that. Somebody just sends a package to a 

fictitious person in a way that there is a fair chance it 

will get lost and gives up all Fourth Amendment interest in 

it.

Do you have any authority for that proposition? 

That is a rather extreme position. I just vender -

MR Well, we have no specific authoritySCHULDER:
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with respect to precisely this type of situation but re have 

analogized in our brief to other -~

OUESTIOK: All right.

MRa SCHULD3R: —• situations.

QUESTIIN: Your second theory*, which - is guite

different, is that the re was sufficient indicia of

contents rare on the outside of the box to give up

e5£pectation of privacy-

Mow• on that theory I suppose if someone 

a briefcase in which he said on the outside c f. it;

what the

any

shippod 

"Sect rds

of Transaction in Swiss Bank Account Between Hr. h and Mr. 

E," who had previously denied they ever had a Swiss bank 

account, you could open that without a warrant? Because by 

outside of it you know the contents had something illegal in 

it, or you wc aid have probable cause to - believe they had.

MR» SCHOLDER; Well, as 1 said in addressing Mr. 

Justice White's question I ara not sure that probable cause 

is really the ~~

QUESTION-j We'll, your submission I take it is.

But. if you have probable cause from tie outside of a 

package to know the contents ara illegal you car. go ahead 

and open it without a. warrant.

MR. SC3U-I.DER s That is correct.

QUESTION: Well, then» if you don't have nrobaMe

So that absolutely rent -;escause you couldn't get a warrant



the rsquireaeat of a warrant from ever inspecting parcels 

that come into your possession, that you don * t expect to 

get* Ton would never need a warrant. On the on a hand if 

yon don't have probable cause you can’t get. a warrant. if 

you do have probable cause you are saying you don't need a 

warrant.

MRc. SCHULDEK: veil,, our submission is that once 

the container clearly demonstrates —

Q'JBStgONs By "clearly demonstrate," clo you mean 

that ie monstratas more clearly than just giving probable 

'cause? Clearly it didn’t have proof beyond reasonable doubt 

or yon never would have had fco view the films* Yon viewed 

them i;o be sure they were what you thought they were and 

then they would be proof of guilt. Mow, what you are saying 

is, as :c understand your position, is that p-robable cause
t

dispenses with the need of a warrant.

KtR. SCHULD £}?.': . That is not exactly what we are

saying;. In' fact we state in our brief that if we discuss

the 'Chadwick and Centers cases, that clearly in Chadwick
! ' ' ’

and Sanders there was probable cause to believe that the 

luggage in those case's contained marijuana. At least in 

Chadwick, the ’ey uniffine out the suitcase '-gave' a ‘clear 

indication --

QUEi TIGSs s The/ problem caused here is in labels 

on the packages themselves. That is what you know, theThat is what
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cartoons and all that.

ilia!: is wnat justifies, as I understand your 

position, your viewing them is just lire opening another 

package, I suppose. I am not quite clear? I am not sure 

I understand your theory.

AAc SCHOLDER: sJe.'j.there are two related strains 

to what we are saying here. The first is that fil;v easterns 

generally are not like luggage, not like ?. closed feet locker 

in,. Chadwick or a suitcase in Sanders* Thov rra not o"'-~;irari lv
S' " * ..... .... "* ”

repositories for personal effects.

And. secondthe exteriors of these particular 

containers indicated clearly just as if they had bees trans

parent- bags showing what was inside what exactly was contained 

within the containers,

QUESTION* fell, but your analogy to the trans- 

P c\ .1 n t ■> a g . how cs early cl a cl it indicate ? clic it indicate 

beyond a 'reasonable doubt or did. it give you probable cause 

to know what a’as in if? Or is there some middle groundj 

a::e we developing a new concept of someth lag more than 

probable cause and something less than evidence sufficient 

to convict?

KE„ SCKB'I»DERs I am not really certain what the 

answer is and we are not ~~

QUE8TX0M; Are the items which appear in the foot

notes of the Court of Appeals opinion the descriptions that



SCHOLDER: That is correct

were found?

MR u The Court of

Appeals has a footnote

OUiilSTSOM: Did that leave anyone in doubt abort

the pornographic nature of the materials?

KS. SCHOLDER; Ws don't believe so.

ESTIOHj Well> isn’t that

question, then? That the description gave probable cats : 

the description prepared by the Petitioners of their ora

materials, gave probable cause in abundance;

MR. SCC'HL'OE.R: The description gave p rob able c anse 

or perhaps more than probable cause as to what was contained

'inside of these film cartons»

QUESTIONj Counsel, may I ask this question; 

.Woul.dn.Vfc all of these close and difficult Fourth Amendment 

questions evaporate if the Government had reasonable cause 

to believe that the Petitioners here had consented to the 

FBI keeping the films and looking at them?

If the Petitioners had been standing reside the 

F3I agent and said nothing when he opened the packager.: and 

looked at the fii.ra, would that constitute consent-? Mow 

you, infer that consent assisted?

MRo SCHOLDERs Not necessarily.

QUESTION; • Why not? Would you stand by and allow 

somebody to open something in which you had s. reasonable
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expectation of privacy and say nothing?
MR,, SCHULDER: Well, which containers are you. -talking 

.3 bout?
QUESTION: I am talking about anything that
MR« SCEULDER: Weil, we have two types of containers. 2

have the packages ir. which individual
QUESTION: I ae talking about let us say viewing the film.
MRc SCHULDER: We submit that the consent of these 

Petitioners is irrelevant in terms of —
QUESTION: Why do you make that -- they did consent it

:l s - ~
MR» SCHULDER: If they did consent we don't-have to reach 

the other -~
QUESTION: Walls don't you agree that consent may foe implied

as well as expressed?
MR,' SCHULDER: ITes, wo do.
QUESTION: Wells I wonder why you don't argue that. Yov.

told us at the outset of your argument that Petitioners knew- 
the FBI had tnt f i lm :id that counsel said at the suppress’.ion 
hearing that the reason they hadn't claimed them was his clients 
did not want tc get implicated into this.

M.R „ SCHULDER: That is correct.
But your question had to do with the viewing of the film. 
QUESTION: Well; I would apply it to both,, keeping them

and viewing them. Is it unlikely that the FBI would keep them



without viewing, them?

MR. SCfiULDER: So, not at all. The viewing ©ay have

proceeded in this case the time period at which the Petitioner
© . 

actually received notice that the Government had pesot f? <=> fi p. ' r, Aoh ox

the films. But we would argue certainly that one a they did 

have notice and they didn’t come forward and request the films 

or claim their» they, in effect, die consent to the Government; 3 

helping them- Or, putting it another way, they abandoned or 

relinquished their interest in the films to that extent.

QUESTION: Right.

But a short answer to :ay first question is that if we 

conclude from the record, that there was implied, consent (1} 

co retaining the films and (2) to viewing them, that answers 

all the o ther questica s.

?IRo SCHULDSRt 2' .relieve so.

QUESTION: fill those questions about the difficult fourth

.amendment issues in this case, would you agree with, me there 

isn’t as bright' a line as; might be implied between the simple 

suitcase; or steamer trunk; which one has reason to believe might 

•contain contraband and say a pistol holster with the outlines 

of a pistol in it,ass to whether that may or may hot foe plain, 

view. S.or. can31 actually see the pistol and yet fclie chance?

5.re 99 out of 100 that it- does have a pistol?

MR o SCHOLDSR ~ Certainly. Certainly.

QUESTION; Mr. Schui&er, assume that mis-delivery occuarred
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of a carton in the same fashion you had here and it got into

s.nd somebody’s name on the bottom of it and the ran was not 

.registered firearm dealer.

Could the Government open that carton without a 

warrant, in your view?

MRo SCHOLDER: Sfi our view, yes.

cause to believe it contained it?

Well, the exterior of the carton itself

provides ample probable cause, ample basis.

QUESTION: And all the Government needs to open a

is your s ubiiis a i on ?

because the Court explicitly rejected it in Chadwick

rests precisely on the grounds rejected in Chadwick. is what

what I am trying to find out

say earlier, in Chadwick the exteriors of the -

carton that had exteriors that cave you probable cause to believe
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there was evidence cf illega.1 gun trans .ctions within the 

•container. I am asking if you need a \ arrant. Jlr.d yen said, 

no. yon don't. I am hot quite sure how you square that vri 

Chadwick.

MS. ECHOLDER: Because when the person places his 

items within that container and writes on the outride what the 

container actually contains he is in effect opening up the 

container to anyone who wants to look at the•contents.

QUESTIOK; What if he puts right below that "no 

stranger may open, third parties please do not open, this 

notice for my secretary's guidance,1* or something like that?

You can inadvertently make known what it is inside 

something that you don't intend to be public.

MR, SCHULDER: That is correct but there has to be

a clear enough indication that the person is retaining some 

kind of privacy interest in the contents of the package r 

container.

QUESTION: In the container.

Well

Kl, SCHUIDSS: The question is; whether, there was a 

sufficient indication that he wished to retain privacy interest 

in your hypothetica.! . In our case we submit there clearly was 

no such indication,

QUESTION; Well, these descriptions on these films 

went considerably beyond s:imply saying these are guns purchased.
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v: . ixplicAfc 1b descii »lag the actual cohte the

film if the Fifth Circuit accurately recited them the foot- 

notes.

MRo SCHULDER: That is correct and 1 believe coureal 

for one of.Petitioners has indicated that the descriptions 

were in fact accurate in terms of what actions were portrayed 

on the films.

QUESTION: Well, that gives certainly provides

probable cause .but that is not the end of the problem, as my 

brother brother Stevens has indicated in his questions.

MS. SCHULLER: Well, we submit though that

'QUESTION: I assume there is ample probable cause

as the question the. Chief Justice indie .tee that there was 

but that is not the end of the problem,

MR. SCHULDER: But here the information that gave 

the agents probable cause was placed either by Petitioners or 

it was left by Petitioners on the outside of the container.

QUESTION: Well —

MR* SCHULDER: And by that we submit by doing that, 

by allowing these films to bo shipped with that explicit 

description on the covers they, in effect, abandoned any privacy 

interest in the —

QUESTION: They abandoned the films also as well as

consented.

MR. SCHULDER: . That is correct-



QUESTION: And then the problems 'would disappear 

just as they would have, had they consented to the search?

HRo SCSOLDSR: . Certainly.

QUESTION: But you certainly don’t claim that th y

abandoned any property 'interest. They claimed their film and 

wanted it suppressed and wanted it back.

MR, SCHOLDERs Well, they didn't claim the film uati 

after they were indicted.

"• "’QUESTION: Well, all I .say is they didn't abandon 

their property interest.

ME. SCHOLDER: Well, so far as the Government knew, 

prior to; the in lictraent-o:r prior to the motion to suppress, 

by ail appearances it die- seem as if they had abandonee any

OUESTMON: That was more than a year was it, the 

time lapse from the time the FBI got them tmtithey demanded’ 

them bach?

MR. SCHULDER: That is correct.

QUESTION■; Nearly;, two years as I recall the record.

KSo 8CHULD3R: Nell,, it is nearly two years between 

the initial -shipment and the actual trial itself. There were 

almost 2:.0 months between, the time that Petitioners discovered 

that the Government had possession of the films and the time 

they actually made any kind, of request for either return of 

the films or an adversary hearing.
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QUEST ION; At the time of — was th ,• > ■ p 3 uppres xon

motion?

ME. SCHOLDER: Yes.
. QUESTION: At that time did the judge determine that 

there was probable cause to believe the films ware obscene?
MR* SCHUt-DER: Well, the judge did net make a. 

determination on the obscenity question.
QUESTION: well, was there ever prior to conviction

any' judicial any searching judicial look at the film?
MR. SCKUbDER: What happened was the suppression 

hearing concluded the day before trial and the District Court 
stated or. the record that since the Ct urfc did not believe 
that there was any prior restraint hare, since there was ac 
evidence that Petitioners didn’t have other copies of the 
films and that there was ;ac evidence that the films were 
being —*.

QUEST::ct;: How many copies did you have of all these
films'?

•' f

HR, SMOLDER: There were 871.
QUESTION: Of the same film or -~
MR. SCHUIEER: Well., there were 25 different titles 

and so most of tfcer were in fact duplicates.
QUESTION; Yes.
I?,. SC HOLDER: Slit ?fcat the Di. strict Jo'zzt did wa..

it decided that since the trial was to .eminence the following
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day it would await the trial before any determination • of 

obscenity would take place. And Petitioners to tar a;:; I be

lieve the record shows did not make any objection to that 

diso© 3ition.

Thank'you.

QUESTION: How many of the titles were -— of the

25 titles were determined to be obscene? Wore they all? I 

c an51 re me mbs r.

,■;i . ll, the indictment <

QUESTION; Five was —

MR. SOHUODER: Ye s.

QUESTION; We don * t know about the other 20 fchc-.n?

MR. SCHULDER: No. Thank you.

REBUTTAL ARGUMENT 0? if?. MICHAEL MAYCOCK, ESQ. ,

OH BEHALF OF THE PETITIONERS ■ •

QUESTION: Will , you tell us about the descriptive

i Footnote 4 on pace 10 of the Court's 

opinion .in your appendix. . In that the Material. that would 

he• made available to the'..customers on the shelf presumably to • 

induce then to buy the film?

MiRo -KAYOCK: Wfes'fc Was contained on the box covers 

was to be viewed by potential customers, yes, Mr. Chief Justice 

QUESTION; This was the corns on to get them 

interested ;in -the contents ft the package?

MFVb MAYOCKr It was.
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Did you say that it ove Cl O 5." 11 Ti Cl 3 27 -

stated?

MR* MhYOCK: I suppose like anything sisa, like

the expression '"You can31 judge a bools >foy its cover," I think

the film would have to speak for itself as to whether it was 

an overstatement or understatement. Some may be and some 

might not be.

What I would like to "address very briefly is the 

issue o : imp lie-? consent, to suggest that the record there Is 

ample evidence that the Petitioners herein'exercised every 

reasonable means to try to retrieve the particular films a; 

soon as they discovered they had been misdirected. First tf 

all, as fax* as :heir legitima to expectation of privacy in 

relationship tc this IC must say that what we ham. is situation 

analagous to oks sending a letter to one’s self and that 

the same individuals are the consignor and the consignee in
- . fthis particular situation:,, that they wrapped the boxes very 

carefully, that they had made previous shipments using the 

same nare, Leggs, Inc., that they had no reason to expect 

that, a person who (1) claimed no entitlement to the shipment

refused to for it and so indicated, as the
\

testimony of Mr. Pox from Leggs Products, Inc. indicates.

51oreover, I rou; 1 suggesfc that Leggs Producis i a«xiaated tfeat 

this is a rather unusual shipment.

Then tee have a five-day hiatus between the Friday
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when the shipment is mis--delivered to the Wednesday :?«6n the 

FBI finally stops by Leggs Products and picks them up. During 

■the intervening time people from the Petitioners5 offices • era 

gone to the,various terminuses of Greyhound, both the 

: originating and ending terminus, they have made contact with 

individuals trying to run down the packages 

■ QUEST IG3: As I understand it on the third call

the woman finally left her name hut on no calls did they leave 

their address where they could be reached.

MRo Hn?OCK: That 1 believe is what the record 

reflects, Mr. Justice Relinquish. But I would suggest that
pil. ;

there is also evidence on. the record indicating that the F: 7 

s'a s the loro in fact supervising ithe activity that occurred 

i in that "they were telling! people such as Mr. Askew at the
1 ' ■ ■ ■ f.
% Greyhound terminus to find out the names and addresses of

these people.- that they were advising people at Leggs Rrodu ets, 

Inc. not to tell the defendants in this case that in fact the 

FBI had (acquired possession of the property and so in sum 

I think what- re have is a situation presenting &z:. earnest, 

good faith ahkeupb by the;- Petitioners to try to get their 

property back.

0UE-3TI0H: When did the Petitioners demand from

the FBI the return of the film?

s>o mayocx ■■ Approximately two jsar-■> f-- -1

taken from them at the time of the trial.
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QUESTION: And you could be — could it be said

that up to that time you had abandoned it?

MB.o MAYOCKs No, I don't believe that that was the 

case. I think perhaps --

QUESTION: What was it?

MBo MMYOCK: The situation was —

QUESTION: Lack of interest in it?

MR. MAYOCK: Well, perhaps lack of interest in .being 

prosecuted for wha t turned ov.fc to be a federal case.

QUESTION: Abandonment would stop prosocutior. too,

wouldn't it?

MR* KAYGCK: I ‘don't know if that would bo the cues.

QUESTION: Well, wasn't that what you were working

on?

MR. MAYOCK: Th&p it was abandoned?

QUESTION: Yes. Were" t you trying to pr&yt

prosecution by abandoning it?

MR. KAYOCE: To the extent that until such time 

I guess aS the prosecution was initiated it would be 

unclaimed.

QUESTION: Why were the bills of lading instructed

to be destroyed?

MR. MAYOCKs They wore net.. I think that is & mis

statement. I looked particularly in the record in the parts 

cited by the Government and I could not find anything reflect**
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iag that the 'oilIs of lading had been destroyed.

OUESTIGH: Or that there wore any instructions to

that effect?

MR, .i&YOCK; That is correct.

What 1 waul& suggest is that what we have here is- 

a clear situation involving a prior restraint where the 

burden is attempted to be placed upon the Petitioners to 

demand property of which they have been dispossessed and. tha 

all notions o.f procedural due process would indicate that 

that was inappropriate under these circumstances.

Thank you.

MRo CHIB:? JUSTICE BURGERt Thank you gentlemen.

The case is submitted.
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